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You can use these effects in a broad number of ways, among them filters and... This video offers you
some tips on how to get started with the effects. Let me start by showing you how to work with the
effects. To find the effects, go to Window | Effects and German: The first effect I want to explain to
you is how to set up the properties to use the effect, and in particular, how to use it in your sampler.
On the left in the edit box, you can see a small description of the effect. At the top, right click to set
the default VST instrument. In the Effects library, find the effect that you want to use. Let me show
you how to work with the filters. In the layer list, you can see the filters have their own names. These
are things like "Cut", "Normal", "Blur", and "Aerial". To set it up, click "effect", "set up", "set up VST
instrument", and then "VST instrument". When it's in default, the default is what you can see here in
blue. And for the "VST instrument", I want to set "My_Custom_VST". To set the parameters of
"My_Custom_VST", follow the instructions. English: The first effect I want to explain to you is how to
set up the properties to use the effect, and in particular, how to use it in your sampler. On the left in
the edit box, you can see a small description of the effect. At the top, right click to set the default
VST instrument. In the Effects library, find the effect that you want to use. Let me show you how to
work with the filters. In the layer list, you can see the filters have their own names. These are things
like "Cut", "Normal", "Blur", and "Aerial". To set it up, click "effect", "set up", "set up VST
instrument", and then "VST instrument". When it's in default, the default is what you can see here in
blue. And for the "VST instrument", I want to set "My_Custom_VST". To set the parameters of
"My_Custom_VST", follow the
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